
 

 

“Armotsav 2K22 -Annual Cultural and Sports Fest” 

When we hear the term "FEST" we immediately think of bright lights, enticing music, DJs, and 

appetizing delicacies. We tend to direct our thoughts toward massive gatherings, competitions, and 

cultural diversity, all of which provide us with a nice envelope of memories. Every college fest 

revolves around interacting with diverse individuals, attempting to understand their views, and 

collaborating with them, which adds spice to our experience. However, this isn't the primary 

purpose of a festival. While participating in College Fest events, we may learn a variety of different 

skills, such as: 

• Coming out of comfort zones is how we learn how to work. It gives us a place to 

practice our social and communication abilities. 

• Fest brings you from your digital world to the real world, allowing you to form stronger 

connections with people you apparently know just momentarily. 

• Fest provides a rich environment for you to develop and uncover your leadership abilities. 

• During the Fest preparations, students spend valuable time with their friends. 

From 27th April to 30th April 2022, Armotsav 2K22 -Annual Cultural and Sports Fest 

organized its four-day sports and cultural festival, on the AIMT campus. The first day was devoted 

to the Sports event and students started the event with the marchpast and then followed with the 

100 Meter running, Football, and Chess. 

 

From 28th to 30th April College, several athletic activities, including football, volleyball, table 

tennis, and many more sports event were held on the 28th and 30th of April College. After that, 

college students put on a variety of cultural performances like singing, dancing, quiz, fashion 

show, poem, talent show were organized , which undoubtedly motivated and encouraged the 

students to accomplish their aspirations. 



 

 

 

 

 

At least once during the year, every student should participate in College Fest. and, at AIMT, we 

provide all students an equal opportunity to participate in our Intra Collegiate Fest "Armotsav -

Annual Cultural and Sports Fest." 



 

 

The last day was jam-packed with sports and cultural activities. After lunch, the champions 

andrunners-up of Armotsav 2K22 -Annual Cultural and Sports Fest” were honored with an award 

distribution ceremony. The event's Chief Guest was Maj Gen Alok Kacker, COS- H Q Delhi Area 

& Chairman AIMT, together with Brig Ajay Kumar Sharma BGS HQ Delhi Area and AIMT 

Director Dr J K Sahu ., handed out awards to the winners. Maj Gen Alok Kacker words of wisdom 

also motivated students to keep on doing good things in life and always look forward to self-

development and success  

 
 

From despair to euphoric highs, the organizer of College Cultural Fest goes through a range of 

emotions. The success of College Fest puts all the participants' organizational and leadership 

abilities to the test. Many important skills in time management and people management are 

immediately learned and taught to make sure the festival’s success. College festivals, on the other 



 

 

hand, are about having a bit of fun, enjoying the moment, and creating memories that will last long 

after your college days are over. 
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